How
your business
benefits
from
our products

How we build
top quality packaging

Premium packaging that
provides exceptional value
Specializing in healthcare, wellness, and lifestyle brands

Experience: Our product experts have access to
half-a-century’s worth of manufacturing knowledge
and expertise.
Process: Repeatable quality comes from
a commitment to strict cGMP procedures.

Tell us
about your
packaging
challenges.

Technology: State-of-the-art machinery and
production software ensure product consistency.

Materials: FDA-approved materials and ASTMcertification means no surprises or safety concerns.
Customization: We can help you create a
customized bottle or closure to get the exact
specifications and appearance you need.
Sustainability: Your company can become a
change agent by making a commitment to protect
the environment with our sustainable products.

Supply Chain: Our vendors share our
customer commitment and provide on-time,
on-spec materials.
On-Time Delivery: Flexible scheduling, robust
machine capacity, and eight strategically located
manufacturing facilities are available to meet your
scheduling needs.
Traceability: Quickly and easily identify the date
and time of each carton of our products in case of
questions or emergencies.

www.DrugPlastics.com
Proud to be a women-owned family business.

Are you getting the most from your packaging?
Packaging defects, production delays, or other problems can compromise your product
and your profitability.
If you are experiencing line stoppages, downtime, and wasted materials because your
packaging is not consistently high quality — we can help. Our experts will design and
manufacture the best packaging solutions for your needs. You can expect defect-free
packaging that protects your product, adds quality to your brand, and reduces your costs.
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Other products may have:
7

Uneven Sealing Surface
Results in poor closure
seal and increased risk of
product contamination

7

Raised Mold Seam
Results in abrasion
that makes labels illegible

7

Excess Bottom Flash
Results in bottle stability issues,
a poor printing surface and a
mediocre brand impression

7

Uneven Sides
Result in uneven, wrinkled labels
that decrease copy readability
and look unprofessional

7

Foreign Material
Results in eroded consumer
confidence from carbonized
resin or other trapped material

7

Improperly Spec’d Material
Results in bottle deformation
or degradation due to improper
material or weight choice

Drug Plastics products have:
3

3

3

3

3
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The
difference
is in the
details
Perfection in packaging
isn’t easy. Knowing
what components are
essential for quality
packaging can ensure
your filling line runs
more efficiently.
It can also:

• Increase your
profitability
• Reduce your
risk of product
recalls

Even Sealing Surface
Ensures a perfect closure
seal and product protection

Smooth Mold Seam
Ensures labels are easy
to read and look great

No Bottom Flash
Ensures stable bottles,
a quality printing surface and
a superior brand impression

Even Sides
Ensures labels lie flat, are easy
to read, and look perfect

No Foreign Material
Ensures the bottle looks
crisp and clean, which builds
product confidence

Properly Spec’d Material
Ensures bottle integrity is
maintained and the product
is aesthetically pleasing

• Reinforce
the quality
of your brand
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